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Innovator Planning in a Biosimilar World



Biosimilar Pathway from Industry 
Perspective
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• Pathway has been on the horizon in the United States for a long time 
(manufacturing capacity/capability requires predictability)

• Decade-long lobbying from both generics and innovators  

• Major “victories” for innovators in legislation
• Twelve years of protection
• Access to complete abbreviated filing
• No patent marking of innovator products

• Major “victories” for biosimilars in legislation
• No protection for most product combinations and improvements
• Early challenge to patents
• Control of staging of patent challenges 
• Clock for data exclusivity is retroactive
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• Why continue to seek patents at all for biologics?

• Data exclusivity is distinct from patent protection

• Most important distinction is scope:
• Data exclusivity only protects against copy or near-copy of 
innovator molecule
• Patents could cover “biobetters” or other competitive 
products in addition to biosimilars

• Regardless of data exclusivity, “similar” biologic can seek 
launch with a “full” BLA application at any time (absent orphan 
drug protection)



Patents Data Exclusivity

Duration 20 years from filing 12 years from launch

Ability to Extend Patent term extension + 
Patent term adjustment

Pediatric extension 

Remedies Some combination of injunction 
and monetary remedies?

Pre-launch injunction 
guaranteed in some instances

Data on biosimilar Publications? Patents? Limited access to significant 
information

Protection for 
combinations/ delivery 
improvements

Yes, including protection for routes 
of administrations, dosage 

schedule, dosage form, delivery 
system, delivery device or strength

Generally, no

Risks Unable to enforce patents until (1) 
BLA filing or (2) commercial 

manufacturing 

Implementation may vary per 
product; Political risks
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1. Data exclusivity and primary patent coverage have similar 
expirations

• Double hurdle may reduce incentive for patent litigation
• Predict launch for entry of biosimilar to be the later of the data 

exclusivity or the patent coverage

2. Data exclusivity expires significantly before primary patent 
coverage 

• Increased incentive for patent litigation
• Predict early challenge(s) to patent and/or at-risk launches

3. Data exclusivity extends significantly beyond primary patent 
coverage

• Anticipate possibility of “full” BLA instead of abbreviated 
application

• Consider secondary patent coverage
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Indications: ability of biosimilar to access the full 
reference molecule label by developing just one 
indication (and impact of relevant patents)
Global clinical trials: legislation is silent on whether 
clinical trial generated for approval in the EU, Japan 
is relevant for US applications
Patent exchange: licensing and litigation strategies 
with respect to patent information exchange and 
waves of disputes remain unclear
Impact of modifications to biosimilar BLAs:  how is 
patent litigation/licensing impacted



Prepare for patent information exchange
◦ identify patents covering reference products
◦ identify patents that might cover biosimilar even if they do 

not cover reference product
◦ pre-arrange with licensors on third-party patents
◦ identify recipients of biosimilar data

Anticipate biosimilarity and interchangeability requirements 
in patent filings (consider claiming requirements of safety, 
purity, and potency)

Review license agreements and modify templates
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Innovators are concerned that biosimilar applicants will file their applications under 
PHSA § 351(k) in order to take advantage of the premarket patent litigation 
procedure and then withdraw and refile under PHSA § 351(a) to avoid the 12-year 
data exclusivity term

Innovators are concerned that biosimilar applicants will make changes to their 
manufacturing processes following submission of their applications (and initiation of 
the patent resolution process) and that these changes will implicate new patents that 
cannot be litigated before market entry

Both innovators and biosimilars have concern about whether statements made in the 
patent exchange are binding admissions on the parties for all litigations, even ones 
outside the healthcare reform act

Do biosimilar companies and innovators have ability to stipulate to delay or 
modifications of the patent exchange and litigation process?

Biosimilars are concerned about turning over their regulatory applications to their 
innovator competitors

[Add your concern here...]
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